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A DIFFERENT S T R U M M E R
Folk Music and the
Civil Rights Movement
The following article was written by Kim
Ruehl, who writes and coordinates an online
collection of a wonderful set of articles on
folk music. Her articles can be found at:
www.folkmusic.about.com.

On the day Martin Luther King,
Jr., stood on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial and spoke to
what was the largest gathering of its
kind to ever set foot in Washington,
D.C., he was joined by Joan Baez,
who began the morning with an
African-American spiritual tune

called, "Oh Freedom." The song
had already enjoyed a rather
lengthy history and was a staple of
meetings at the Highlander Folk
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School, widely considered the
educational center of the labor and
civil rights movements. But, Baez's
use of it was notable. On that
morning, she sang the old refrain:
Before I'll be a slave, I'll be buried in my
grave
and go home to my Lord and be free.
THE ROLE OF MUSIC IN THE
CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
But, the Civil Rights movement
wasn't just about grandiose
speeches and performances in front
of thousands of people at the
nation's capital and elsewhere. It
was also about Baez, Pete Seeger,
Guy Carawan, and others standing
on truck beds and in churches
across the South, singing together
with strangers and neighbors about
the right to freedom and equality. It
was built on conversations and singa-longs; people being able to look
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around them to see their friends
and neighbors joining in, singing,
"We shall overcome. We shall
overcome. We shall overcome some
day."

The fact so many folk singers
joined Dr. King in his effort to
spread the word about civil rights
See Civil Rights - page 4

Columbus folk
music society
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of Board of
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CONTACT US AT: VOICEMAIL 614-470-3963

Trustees: Joe Baringhaus, Linda Bolles,
Stan Bradley, Beth Bradley, Bill Cohen, Mike
Hale, Jackie LaMuth, Jim Luckhaupt, Linda
McDonald, Sharon Mittenbergs,, Tom Nagel,
Cindy Ramsey, Cathy Sheets and Chris
Skudder.
The slate of nominees was accepted by
acclamation of those present. All officers and
members will serve a one-year term.
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SONGWRITING -

PART 1

SOME BASICS AND TIPS
Songwriting - how do you help
make it happen? What are some
tips for a composing a
successful song? Part 1
explores the writing of
lyrics. Part 2 in the
September issue will explore
developing the melody and
song structure.
This article includes quotes
from nationally known
American Country singer /
songwriter Billy Dean. Paul
Zollo, author of the book
also quoted in this article, is
a songwriter-singer, was the
editor of SongTalk magazine
for many years until he went
on to become Managing Editor
of Performing Songwriter
magazine.

Read, read, read
Paul Zollo in his book entitled,
“Beginning Songwriter’s Answer
Book” suggests that songwriters can
do many things to help foster that
“fertile mental ground” that
contributes to songwriting. He
suggests that you read, read, read.
“Read fiction, nonfiction, poetry,
whatever you can get your hands
on.”1 By striving to be as literate as
possible, you experience the way
great writers use the language and
you also gain knowledge of subjects
that you don’t normally encounter in
your own life. Also, Zollo says, “a
knowledge of myths and ancient tales
can be of great benefit. . . Myths
have survived for ages precisely
because of the strength and
timelessness of their messages.”2 He
goes on to say, “Writers are what they
read. The more delving you do into
the literature of the past, the more
depth your songs will possess.
Sometimes, when searching one’s
own mind for the right lyric, it seems
as if we’ve gone to the well too many
times and there’s nothing left to draw
from. Reading can fill up that well
with a wealth of images, symbols,
myths and ideas that you can then
apply.”3
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Collect phrases, ideas,
titles, fragments
Zollo suggests starting a notebook
or computer file in which you can
collect phrases, interesting lines,
snatches of people’s conversation,
potential song titles and even
newspaper headlines or articles.
“Woody Guthrie was known to write
several songs a day straight out of the
newspaper.”4 Zollo also gives
examples of famous songwriters
finding titles in very unusual places
(hence the advantage of carrying a
notebook with you). “Paul Simon
admitted to finding the title to
‘Mother and Child Reunion’ in a
Chinese Restaurant. It was the name
of a dish that had chicken and eggs
together. The Beatle’s ‘Being for the
Benefit of Mr. Kite!’ was taken
straight off a circus poster that John
Lennon discovered.”5
Look for idioms or common turns
of speech and think about using

Initial song crafter.

them in a song in a new way. Songs
take our common language and
reflect it back on us in a new way or
with a new light, including the
addition of music, rhythm & rhyme.

Stream of Consciousness
Billy Dean explains, “as a
recording artist, when I'm writing for
me – what I find is that stream of
consciousness is the best stuff. Once
I pick my guitar up, all of a sudden
now I'm in the mechanical left side of
my brain. . . and you're mechanically
thinking, logically, all that. The right
creative side of the brain is where all

of the good stuff comes from. But it
evaporates so quickly and you have to
learn to access it.
“[My writers and I] have worked
on techniques over the years to access
that right side of the brain and the
first rule, especially if you're cowriting with someone and you're
trying to do stream of consciousness
writing – is that you shout your ideas
out before you ever edit yourself.
The goal is to get the first thing off of
your heart . . . before you even know
really where the song is going. . . .
Always your first stuff; just throw it
out there. . . . I'm fishing for the good
stuff. I'm casting a wide net to catch
any kind of stream of consciousness
stuff that's on my heart, on my
mind. . . .[After that] I have to think
about what to do with them.”

Rhyming lyrics
We all know what rhymes are.
When the sounds of two words
match in every way except for the
letter or letters they begin with; this
can also be referred to as a true or
perfect rhyme. Zollo says, “the
beauty of rhymes lies in the way they
connect lines, phrases and ideas.”6 A
false rhyme (or assonant rhyme) is an
“almost rhyme” in which the two
words match in terms of vowel
sounds, but not the consonants. For
example, a false rhyme for the word
‘far’ is ‘heart.’ Zollo explains the
inner rhyme as “a rhyme that occurs
within a line instead of at the
end. . . . For example, the opening of
Gershwin’s classic, ‘Love is Here to
Stay’: ‘It’s very clear our love is here
to stay/Not for a year but ever and a
day.’ . . . The inner rhyme is a
traditional songwriting technique
used abundantly by previous
generations of songwriters and less
frequently today. Yet its use can add a
musicality & beauty to your lyrics.”7
Rhymes (especially perfect
rhymes)
See Songwriting - page 3
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can make thoughts and words more
memorable as well as serve many
other purposes.

Rhyme scheme is the repeating
pattern for the rhymes in a song.
The lines could be rhymed in an
ABCB pattern or it might be ABAB
pattern. Steve Forbert, in his
interview with SongTalk explains why
a rhyme scheme is necessary: “I
think the order of it gives a person a
feeling of security that is
pleasant. . . . Because you set it
up. . .it sets up anticipation, right?. . .
In your mind you feel a sense of
release and order there because you
were anticipating and then you were
rewarded with the rhyme. And that’s
why rhymes have stood the test of
time.”8
Dean states he always
recommends trying to write in
perfect rhymes. However, he says,
you “don't want to necessarily write
to the rhyme. If you write to the
rhyme, it will make you a liar. And
what I mean by that, if you're just
trying to write a rhyme for rhyme's
sake, you're not really going to say
the truth.”
Also, he says, you’ve “got to
figure out how to write a line where
you know the rhyme is coming, but
you've got to use it [the word] in a
different way than you've heard it
before. And that's why the perfect
rhyme. . .makes us work.”
Dean also says sometimes “It's
really cool to write songs and put the
rhymes in non obvious places. Or
maybe don't even rhyme it at all.”
How to decide whether to rhyme it
or not? He says to trust your ear;
your ear is going to tell you. If your
ear really wants it to rhyme, then
rhyme it. He also says that lyrics are
conversational. “You are trying to
www.ColumbusFolkMusicSociety.org
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pull off the illusion of real
conversation in a song and making it
musical at the same time.” As an
aside, he cautions that when you
have a two syllable word; you need to
write it in the rhythm of how you say
the word in real conversation. In
other words, when you are
songwriting, don’t put an accent on a
syllable in a way you wouldn’t do in
real conversation.
With regards to rhyme, Dean
explains, “‘Somewhere in my Broken
Heart’ was really difficult because the
melody was so beautiful; we didn't
want to change one word of the
melody. Sometimes you can change
a melody to accommodate a lyric,
but we knew this melody was
special. . . . Now, a word has got to
fall on every one of those notes. Not
only does a word have to fall on
every one of those notes, its got to be
conversational and not only that, it's
got to rhyme. [And] now its got to
rhyme a perfect rhyme. . . .but we
couldn't do that all the way through
with ‘Somewhere in my broken
Heart’ so we decided to rhyme it
internally; have some internal
rhymes for the ear . . . ear candy as
we call it. That was really hard
because now we've got an internal
rhyme and a rhyming at the end of
the lines. . .now we're really screwed.
Three months later we were still
working on this song. But one year
later it ended up being the song of
the year nominated for a Grammy
because we worked so hard on it.
“This is what we came up with:
You made up your mind it was time it
was over
After we had come so far.
I think there's enough pieces of forgiveness
Somewhere in my broken heart.
I would not have chose the road you have
taken,
It has left us miles apart.
I think I can still find the will to keep
going
Somewhere in my broken heart.
So fly. Go ahead and fly,
Till you find out who you are.
And I, I will keep my love unspoken

Somewhere in my broken heart.
I hope that in time you will find what you
long for.
Love that's written in the stars.
When you finally do, I think you will see
It's somewhere in my broken heart.
Girl, I, I will keep my love unspoken
Somewhere in my broken heart.
I hope that in time you will find what you
long for.
Love that's written in the stars.
When you finally do, I think you will see
It's somewhere in my broken
Somewhere in my broken
Somewhere in my broken heart.”

Methods of Rhyming
To write in a rhyme scheme
effectively, Zollo states, “it’s
sometimes necessary to work
backwards, coming up with the last
rhymes first and then figuring out
setups for them.” Zollo explains, “In
SongTalk, both Bob Dylan and Paul
Simon discussed this method of
rhyming in a nonlinear fashion.
Simon dismissed the notion,
however, that such a technique
means the writer is working
backwards. ‘Well, backwards is still
an order,’ Simon said. ‘I think a piece
surges forward and backward and
forward and backward until finally it
stops.’

“Bob Dylan described how to use
this technique of rhyming and still
have the result be an organic
uncontrived piece of work. He said:
‘. . .still staying in the unconscious
frame of mind, you can pull yourself
out and throw up two rhymes and
work it back. You get the rhymes first
and work it back and then see if you
can make it make sense in another
kind of way.”9
See Songwriting - page 6
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was hugely relevant, not only
because it brought added media
attention to the effort, but also
because it showed there was a
faction of the white community
who were willing to stand up for the
rights of African-Americans. The
presence of folks like Joan
Baez, Bob Dylan, Peter Paul &
Mary, Odetta, Harry Belafonte,
and Pete Seeger alongside Dr. King
and his allies served as a message to
people of all colors, shapes, and
sizes that we are all in this together.
Unity is an important message at
any time, but during the civil rights
movement, it was a vital
component. The folk singers who
joined in spreading Dr. King's
message of vital change through
non-violence not only helped
change the course of events in the
South, but also helped encourage
people to add their voice to the
chorus. This helped validate the
movement, but it also gave people
comfort and the knowledge . . .
there was hope in their community.
In the end, many people suffered
great losses - from facing the risk of
imprisonment to being threatened,
beaten, and in some cases even
killed. Like any time of great
change in history, the period in the
middle of the 20th Century when
people across the country stood up
for civil
rights was
full of both
heartbreak
and
victory. No
matter the
context of
the
movement,
Dr. King, thousands of activists,
and dozens of American folk
singers stood up for what was right
and managed to actually change
the world.
www.ColumbusFolkMusicSociety.org
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CIVIL RIGHTS SONGS
Though we generally think of the
civil rights movement as having
kicked up sometime in the 1950s, it
was brewing long before that
throughout the South. The music
which emerged during the early
part of the movement was based
largely on old slave spirituals and
songs from the Emancipation
period. Songs which had been
revived during the labor movement
of the 1920s-40s were re-purposed
for civil rights meetings. These
songs were so prevalent, everyone
already knew them; they simply
needed to be reworked and
reapplied to the new struggles.
Civil rights songs included
anthems like "Ain't Gonna Let
Nobody Turn Me Around," "Keep
Your Eyes on the Prize" (based on
the hymn "Hold On"), and perhaps
the most stirring and widespread,
"We Shall Overcome."
The latter had been brought into
the labor movement during a
tobacco workers' strike, and was at
the time a hymn whose lyric was
"I'll be alright someday." Zilphia
Horton, who was Culture Director
at the Highlander Folk School (an
innovative live-work school in
eastern Tennessee, founded by her
husband Myles) liked the song so
much, she worked with her students
to rewrite it with more universal,
timeless lyrics. From the time she
learned the song in 1946 until her
untimely death a decade later, she
taught it at every workshop and
meeting she attended. She taught
the song to Pete Seeger in 1947 and
he changed her lyric ("We Will
Overcome") to "We Shall
Overcome," then taught it around
the world. Horton also taught the
song to a young activist named Guy
Carawan, who wound up taking
over her position at Highlander
after her death. (Read more history
on "We Shall Overcome".)

Horton was also responsible for
introducing the children's song
"This Little Light of Mine” and the
hymn "We Shall Not be Moved” to
the civil rights movement, along
with several other songs.
IMPORTANT SINGING
CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVISTS
Though Horton is largely
credited with introducing "We Shall
Overcome" to folk singers and
activists, Carawan is generally
credited with popularizing the song
within the movement. Pete Seeger
is frequently
lauded for his
involvement
in
encouraging
group singing
and
contributing
songs to the
movement. Harry Belafonte, Paul
Robeson, Odetta, Joan Baez, the
Staples Singers, Bernice JohnsonReagon and the Freedom Singers
were all major contributors to the
soundtrack of the civil rights
movement, but they weren't alone.
Though these professionals led
songs and used their influence to
both draw crowds and entertain
them, most of the music of the
movement was made by average
people marching for justice. They
sang songs as they made their way
through Selma; they sang songs at
sit-ins and in jailhouses once they'd

been detained. Music was more
than just an incidental ingredient in
that massive moment of social
change. As many survivors of that
See Civil Rights - page 6
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SAVE THE DATE . . .
the Bradley tent where theyʼll be
lots of shade! Please bring a dish
with a little extra to share. Might
also want to bring chairs for
outdoors.
From Columbus: Take Route 33
South past Gender Road and exit
at Diley Road. At light at top of
Sunday, August 4 from:
the ramp - turn right. As this
10 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. CFMS
curves down it becomes Hill
members play music at the log
Road as you pass thru another
cabin in the Natural Resources
light. Take the second road on the
Park area at the Ohio State Fair.
left - Waterloo Road (over old
Come on out! Contact Diane at:
canal path). Stop sign is
dboston2@columbus.rr.com for car Winchester Road - turn left. You
pooling or pass information.
will soon pass a sign for a Farm
Sunday, Aug. 25 1:00 p.m., Market on the right; speed slows
Summer CFMS picnic/jam. Beth to 45 mph at Mason Road. Farm
fields to the left and a few houses
and Stan Bradley and Cissy
Behrens will be hosting the event at and you are at 9261 Winchester
Road - Right into the drive and
the home of Cissy Behrens in the
follow the drive back to be guided
rural setting of Canal Winchester.
Come share some food, music and to parking. Driveway will be
marked.
fun and nature all around -- under

✃

The Saturday Music Jam at
the Worthington Farmersʼ Market
9:30 - 11:30 a.m. The southeast
quad on Worthington Square. All
are welcome to come play. Every
Saturday through Fall Festival in
October. Itʼs good to bring a chair.

FOLLOWING OUR OWN. . .

✃

community come out & join us. 2nd
Friday-Sun., August 2-4: The
Hardtackers - Dublin Irish Festival Sun. of every month. 4 - 5 p.m.
www.dublinirishfestival.org/
Friday August 23, Avalon Nine,
schedule/
Westerville 4th Friday, Historic
Uptown Westerville. 6:00 - 9:00
Tuesday, Aug. 6: The
p.m. Free.
Hardtackers - Pub Polaris;
6:30-8:30 p.m. (East side of
Saturday, August 24: Grassahol
Polaris Mall)
--Trek Theatre, Hocking Hills
(beside Hocking Hills Visitor
Friday, August 9: Grassahol Center): SR 664, just west of SR
Summer Fridays at the
Statehouse; downtown Columbus, 33 near Logan, OH. 5:30 - 7:15
p.m. Death by Banjo at 7:30 p.m.
Noon - 1 p.m. Free.
Saturday, August 10: Loosely
Strung -- North Market, Vine St.,
Cols. 11:00 am - 1:00 p.m. Free.

Sunday, August 25: Grassahol -Zucchinifest, Memorial Park, Obetz.
2:30 - 3:30 p.m. Free

Sunday, August 11: Joanie Calem
-- Intergenerational Sing Along at
the Senior Residence, 120 Morse
Rd., behind church. If you love
singing & dancing & building

Thurs., Aug. 29: 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Avalon Nine; The Boathouse at
Confluence Park, 679 W. Spring
Street Columbus, OH 43215

www.ColumbusFolkMusicSociety.org
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period of history have noted, it was the
music which helped them stick to the
philosophy of nonviolence. Segregationists
could threaten and beat them, but they
could not make them stop singing.

EDITOR'S NOTE: If you'd like to
experience – in sound, in images, and in
community spirit – just a little of what this
article is talking about, come on out to the
following live event. Paisha Thomas and
Bill Cohen will be "taking us back" to the
era of the early civil rights movement.
On the 50th anniversary of the 1963 March on Washington!.

Songs of Struggle

Bill Cohen & Paisha Thomas will sing songs !
from the early civil rights movement, when blacks and whites
sang together, marched together, and even died together.
Plus: old film footage of civil rights triumphs and tragedies:
• 1960 lunch counter sit-ins
• 1961 freedom rides
• 1963 Birmingham church bombing and MLK’s “I Have a Dream” speech
• 1964 civil rights workers murdered in Miss.
• 1965 Selma to Montgomery marches

When: Friday August 23 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Where: Unitarian Church 93 W. Weisheimer Rd 43214
Sponsored by the UU Church and Columbus Folk Music Society
$10 per person donations are suggested at the door, with proceeds going
to the Clintonville Community Resource Center
For more info, call Bill at 263-3851 or www.spiritofthe1960s.com

We are working on having CFMS
items available at
www.Cafepress.com
You will be able to purchase items
with CFMS logos on them directly
from this site. If you have any ideas
of items you would like to see
included, please e-mail:
newsletter@columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Columbus Folk Music
Society
and Promoting your
events
Columbus Folk Music
Society members have
some pretty convenient
ways to get the message out
about their folk related events
(jams, sing-a-longs, contra-dance,
storytelling etc.). You can use the
Yahoo calendar, the Yahoo messages
and Larry Staat’s e-mail list.
In order to use the Yahoo calendar or to
send a message to everyone in the group,
you must have a Yahoo account and you
must join the group.
1) Go to http://
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org and click
"Yahoo Group".
2) If you do not have a Yahoo account, you
create one here. If you have an account, sign
in.
3) Go to the group (if not already there) and
click "join this group".
For Larry’s Staat’s e-mail list, contact Larry:
folkevents@columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

Sarah Perry

(one of 2012 Bob Kirby
Scholarship Winners)

GOES to IRELAND!
Sarah Perry ( one of the two
winners of the Columbus Folk
Music Society’s Bob Kirby
Scholarship Award in 2012) has
recently qualified for the AllIreland World Music
Championships to be held in
Derry, Ireland this August. She
competed at the Midwest Fleadh
(Flah) in St. Louis recently and
came home with a gold medal &
two bronze medals. The Fleadh is
a competition governed by the Irish Cultural
Commission; each province can send two musicians
in each category to Ireland for the competition. The
USA has two provinces and other places, like
Ireland, have 50. There are provinces all over the
world. This August, the city of Derry, Ireland will
have 22,000 musicians there for competition and will
host about 150,000 spectators. This is a very big
event for Sarah and we know she will represent
Columbus and the USA well!

www.ColumbusFolkMusicSociety.org
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Dean says that Jimmy Webb,
who wrote a lot of the Glenn
Campbell songs, lays out all the
words – all the rhymes – and then
maps out the story.
Zollo says its also a good idea
“to have the weaker of two rhymes
come first in the song. . . . If you
have the strong line first and the
weak line second, it’s obvious that
it is there because it’s a rhyme and
not because it belongs to the
context of the song. . . . So by
always having the weaker rhyme
first, setting up a stronger rhyme,
you create a sense of inevitability
without drawing attention to the
rhyme itself.”10
For exercise, Zollo recommends
writing down the rhyme schemes of
one of your favorite songs or one
of your own songs.
“Then try to write
lyrics in the rhyme
schemes that you
discover, and see if
you can come up
with rhymes that
feel fresh and
unforced. Work
backwards if you need to, finding a
strong line first and then thinking
of a setup line to precede it.”11

Use of Imagery
Imagery is the use of images or
pictures that a songwriter presents
in his or her songs. It amplifies the
emotion of a song. The writer
doesn’t state his own feelings or
emotions but rather provides
pictures or images for the listener
who then feels his own emotions
based on his association with those
images. Zollo says “images allow
you to bypass your listener’s
intellect and connect directly to
their heart” and “a song can be an
active experience in which both the
listener and the writer are bringing
something to a song.”12
Dean says that if you’re trying
to make a point in a song, “Don't
tell me; don't preach to me; show
me what you're saying. . . Show it
to me. . . . That's going to make

you use metaphors; its going to
make you use images; its going to
make me want to listen to it and
you're not coming off like you’re
some authority.”
Zollo confirms that in the songs
of the great songwriters you will
find an abundant use of imagery.
He says, “that is because it’s always
more powerful to show us
something than to tell us
something. Instead of writing, ‘I
feel sad/everything is wrong/life is
bad/and lasts too long,’ write
something that makes us feel that
way for ourselves. There are
countless dance songs that say little
besides, ‘I want you, I need you,
oooh baby, let’s dance all night.’
Compare that to the rich imagery
and sense of time and place in
[Tom] Wait’s “Invitation to the
Blues” which unfolds cinematically;
characters and their secret longings
are introduced, and Waits evokes
the ghosts of old Hollywood stars
like Cagney and Hayworth to mold
a surreal, cinematic, and
delightfully anachronistic scene.
It’s a great lesson in the use of
evocative imagery for any
songwriter, in that every picture in
this songs adds up to a single,
cohesive effect. Not only is each
line extremely colorful, but these
colors don’t clash; they all work
together to create a harmony of
feeling tones that is both visual and
musical.”13
Zollo says its also good to try
and be specific in the use of
images. Your particular slant on
life is individual and he encourages
the songwriter to not be afraid of
using details that mean the most to
you – as chances are they will also
resonate for others. He also says it
can be good to include the actual
facts from your own life in a song,
however, “there is a fine line
between using the facts from your
own life to paint a larger picture
and writing only about your own
little world. Can you use these
facts to root your song in reality
while still writing a universal song,
See Songwriting - page 7
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How can I find out more about the
Columbus Folk Music Society and/or
it’s events?
Visit our website for information at:
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org.
Or you can, join us as a member. Benefits
include: Camaraderie with the folkies in town,
discounts on certain admissions, this monthly
newsletter and the comfort of knowing that all
events are family friendly!

Classifieds:
Record a CD at Carl's. First hour free for
CFMS members. $10/hour afterwards.
cyaffey@gmail.com
Convert your LP record to CD at Carl's.
$10 per CD. cyaffey@gmail.com"
WELCOME TO OUR NEW
AND RETURNING
MEMBERS:

Martin Hertzendorf

Answer to
July’s - “Name
that Photo”:
Well, its the guy in the back
and his name is Mike Hale.
Mike relays, “This is a
picture of my friend, Paul Hansen and myself,
taken while living in Atlanta, GA in 1987. Paul is
playing my new Alvarez-Yairi Signature. We were
just jamming at my house. At that time I played
mostly folk-rock. I was still a little too shy for
performance. At least a couple of my current
friends identified this pic because of the guitar
strap, which was hand-painted by my oldest friend,
Lizzie, and seen by any CFMS members that have
ever seen me perform. By the way, I just sold the
Alvarez to a fellow near Cinci, that was forming a
folk duo. So folk lives on!
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a song relatable even to people
who don’t know you?”14

Tell the Whole Story?
Zollo says “A song exists in
time, and to be experienced must
be heard chronologically from
beginning to end. Within a song,
you can structure the way time is
experienced in many different
ways. There can be a strict sense of
time from one point to the next. . .
as most songs have about three
verses, telling a full story in a song
can be difficult though not
impossible.
“Sometimes a song that
contains a progression in time can
be effective if it is tied to a theme
that is timeless. In this way there
can be a progression in time in the
verses of the song but a chorus
that exists outside of time. An
example is the Beatle’s ‘She’s
Leaving Home.’
“When you experience your
own memories, for example, you
don’t think back to the moment
you were born and review your
memories in chronological order.
More likely you mix up memories
from all parts and times of your
life and experience them in an
emotional rather than a sequential
order. Similarly, your song can be
structured in an emotional rather
than a sequential way.”15

Finally, Zollo says that “Songs
can be like cubist paintings, able to
show different perspectives at a
single time.”16

Writing Commercially
Billy Dean says of commercial
songwriting: “It’s a pretty set
structure. It’s verse, chorus, verse,
chorus, bridge, chorus.” All songs
are about 3 minutes, not 5 minutes
because radio stations have to play
the commercials. Dean also
explains, “what I've found is: [the
listeners come to it with the
mindset] "don't bore us, get to the
chorus. I don't want a big long
verse and dissertation, I want
something I can sing along to.”
He also suggests that (if you are
writing country music anyway)
you’ll want to correct the man and
“glorify the woman” (and not vice
versa) and you’ll have a better
chance commercially.
“Songwriting is not easy” says
Dean, “its extremely hard,
especially if you write stuff that
you want people to remember.”
Footnotes:
1 thru 16 Beginning Songwriter’s Answer
Book by Paul Zollo, pgs. 1-14

Quotes from Billy Dean taken directly
from his Songwriter’s Workshop on
Sunday, May 26, 2013 at Florida Folk
Festival www.floridastateparks.org/
folkfest/. Used with permission.
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